HOME LEARNING
YEAR 6
06/05/2020

Morning Message
Good morning Year 6!
Today’s facts of the day:
Our current queen trained as a mechanic during World War 2! She enlisted in the army and drove military
trucks around the U.K.
The Japanese have a word for allowing lots of books to pile up on shelves but never reading them: tsundoku.
Try not to allow tsundoku to happen in your house. Now is a great time to read them!
The answer to yesterday’s riddle: an echo. Today’s riddle: Where is the only place today come before
yesterday?
Have a great day!
Mr Larke and Miss Yerlisu

Today’s Picture

Writing
Today we will be writing another piece of poetry. Using the above picture as inspiration, write
any style of poetry you choose. This could be any of the following (or another if you choose). You
might need to research these styles to help you remember them:
- haiku
- sonnet
- free verse
- acrostic
Try to choose a new style to last week. Think about what the image represents as well as what
you can see.
Tips for success:
- include powerful descriptive vocabulary to create imagery
- include poetic devices: similes, metaphors, alliteration, personification, onomatopoeia,
- use analogy e.g. comparing the swamp to a difficult journey in life,

Reading
Day 2: Teacher-led questions
Write in full sentences
1. Why had Dr. Watson left the army? (page 1)
2. What were the two things Dr. Watson was doing at the Criterion Bar? (page 1)
3. What evidence can you find on page 2 that implies that Stamford is not sure if Dr.Watson will like living
with Sherlock Holmes?
4. ‘I mulled this over until we reached the hospital.’ (page 2) What doe the word mulled tell us about what
Dr. Watson is doing?
5. On page 3, find the sentence that begins ‘I could see that his hands were covered…’ What does that
sentence tell Dr. Watson about Sherlock Holmes?
6. In the first paragraph on page, which phrase tells us that Sherlock Holmes is pleased with his discovery?
7. Have you ever discovered something which has made you excited in a similar way to Sherlock Holmes?

Maths

Prime Factorisation
Learning Objectives
After this lesson, you will be able to:
•
•
•

define 'prime factorisation'
solve for prime factorisation
explain how prime factorisation is used in real life

Key Vocabulary; Prime factorisation, factors, prime numbers, factor tree, exponent
Exponent

Product

Prime Numbers

Prime Factor Trees

Task

Extension
Write your answers in index notations. Example- 18 = 2 x 3²
or
try prime factors of 3 digit numbers.

Weekly Spellings
This week we will be revising all 100 words that we have been learning these last few weeks. On
Friday you will ask a family member to test you on a random 40 of the words to see how you have
done.

Foundation Topic Work (for the week)
Our topic for computing this half-term is binary. This is a coding system that computers use to store
and process information. Your job this week is to complete 3 tasks in this order:
1. Presentation: What is binary?
2. Converting to binary guide
3. Convert to binary quiz
All 3 have been set as ‘to-dos’ on Purple Mash.

Diary
Write a diary of what work and activities you did today. Remember to include your thoughts, feelings
and opinions.

